
In the once upon a time days of the First Age of Magic, the prudent 
sorcerer regarded his own true name as his most valued possession but 
also the greatest threat to his continued good health, for--the stories go--
once an enemy, even a weak unskilled enemy, learned the sorcerer's 
true name, then routine and widely known spells could destroy or 
enslave even the most powerful. As times passed, and we graduated to 
the Age of Reason and thence to the first and second industrial 
revolutions, such notions were discredited. Now it seems that the Wheel 
has turned full circle (even if there never really was a First Age) and we 
are back to worrying about true names again:  

The first hint Mr. Slippery had that his own True Name might be known--
and, for that matter, known to the Great Enemy--came with the 
appearance of two black Lincolns humming up the long dirt driveway ... 
Roger Pollack was in his garden weeding, had been there nearly the 
whole morning.... Four heavy-set men and a hard-looking female piled 
out, started purposefully across his well-tended cabbage patch.… 

This had been, of course, Roger Pollack's great fear. They had 
discovered Mr. Slippery's True Name and it was Roger Andrew Pollack 
TIN/SSAN 0959-34-2861. 



Outline:  Soft  Joins  with  TFIDF
•  Why  similarity  joins  are  important
•  Useful  similarity  metrics  for  sets  and  strings
•  Fast  methods  for  K-‐NN  and  similarity  joins

– Blocking
– Indexing
– Short-‐cut  algorithms
– Parallel  implementation



SOFT  JOINS  WITH  TFIDF:�
WHY  AND  WHAT



Motivation
•  Integrating  data  is  important
•  Data  from  different  sources  
may  not  have  consistent  
object  identi+iers
– Especially  automatically-‐
constructed  ones

•  But  databases  will  have  
human-‐readable  names  for  
the  objects  

•  But  names  are  tricky….





Sim Joins on Product Descriptions 

•  Similarity can be high for descriptions of distinct items: 

o  AERO TGX-Series Work Table -42'' x 96'' Model 1TGX-4296 All tables shipped KD 
AEROSPEC- 1TGX Tables are Aerospec Designed. In addition to above 
specifications; - All four sides have a V countertop edge ... 

o  AERO TGX-Series Work Table -42'' x 48'' Model 1TGX-4248 All tables shipped KD 
AEROSPEC- 1TGX Tables are Aerospec Designed. In addition to above 
specifications; - All four sides have a V countertop ..  

•  Similarity can be low for descriptions of identical items: 
o  Canon Angle Finder C 2882A002 Film Camera Angle Finders Right Angle 

Finder C (Includes ED-C & ED-D Adapters for All SLR Cameras) Film Camera 
Angle Finders & Magnifiers The Angle Finder C lets you adjust  ... 

o   CANON 2882A002 ANGLE FINDER C FOR EOS REBEL® SERIES 
PROVIDES A FULL SCREEN IMAGE SHOWS EXPOSURE DATA BUILT-IN 
DIOPTRIC ADJUSTMENT COMPATIBLE WITH THE CANON® REBEL, EOS 
& REBEL EOS SERIES. 



One  solution:  Soft  (Similarity)  joins
•  A  similarity  join  of  two  sets  A  and  B  is

– an  ordered  list  of  triples  (sij,ai,bj)  such  that  
•  ai  is  from  A
• bj  is  from  B
•  sij  is  the  similarity  of  ai  and  bj
•  the  triples  are  in  descending  order

•  the  list  is  either  the  top  K  triples  by  sij  or  ALL  
triples  with  sij>L  …  or  sometimes  some  
approximation  of  these….



Softjoin  Example  -‐  1

A useful scalable similarity metric:  IDF weighting plus cosine distance! 



How  well  does  TFIDF  work?





There are refinements to TFIDF distance – eg ones that extend with 
soft matching at the token level (e.g., softTFIDF) 



Semantic  Joining�
with  Multiscale  Statistics

William  Cohen
Katie  Rivard,  Dana  Attias-‐Moshevitz

CMU





SOFT  JOINS  WITH  TFIDF:�
HOW? 



Rocchio’s  algorithm
DF(w) = # different docs w occurs in 

TF(w,d) = # different times w occurs in doc d

IDF(w) = |D |
DF(w)

u(w,d) = log(TF(w,d)+1) ⋅ log(IDF(w))
u(d) = u(w1,d),....,u(w|V |,d)

u(y) =α 1
|Cy |

u(d)
||u(d) ||2d∈Cy

∑ −β
1

|D−Cy |
u(d ')

||u(d ') ||2d '∈D−Cy

∑

f (d) = argmaxy
u(d)

||u(d) ||2

⋅
u(y)

||u(y) ||2

Many variants 
of these 
formulae 

…as long as 
u(w,d)=0 for 
words not in d! 

Store only non-zeros in 
u(d), so size is O(|d| ) 

But size of u(y) is O(|nV| ) 

u
2
= ui

2

i
∑



TFIDF  similarity
DF(w) = # different docs w occurs in 

TF(w,d) = # different times w occurs in doc d

IDF(w) = |D |
DF(w)

u(w,d) = log(TF(w,d)+1) ⋅ log(IDF(w))
u(d) = u(w1,d),....,u(w|V |,d)

v(d) = u(d)
||u(d) ||2

sim(v(d1),v(d2 )) = v(d1) ⋅v(d2 ) = u(w,d1)
||u(d1) ||2w

∑ u(w,d2 )
||u(d2 ) ||2



Soft  TFIDF  joins
•  A  similarity  join  of  two  sets  of  TFIDF-‐weighted  
vectors  A  and  B  is
– an  ordered  list  of  triples  (sij,ai,bj)  such  that  

•  ai  is  from  A
• bj  is  from  B
•  sij  is  the  dot  product  of  ai  and  bj
•  the  triples  are  in  descending  order

•  the  list  is  either  the  top  K  triples  by  sij  or  ALL  
triples  with  sij>L  …  or  sometimes  some  
approximation  of  these….



A  simple  algorithm
•  For  all  a  in  A

– For  all  b  in  B
• Compute  s=sim(a,b)  and  store  (s,a,b)

•  Sort  or  threshold  the  triples



A  simple  algorithm
•  For  all  a  in  A

– For  all  b  in  B
• Compute  s=sim(a,b)  and  store  (s,a,b)

•  Sort  or  threshold  the  triples

Represent  a,  b  as  pairs  of  non-‐zero  values,  sorted  by  index:  

(i1,  a[i1]),  (i2,a[i2]),  ….
“w  cohen”  è  [(‘cohen’,0.92),(‘w’,0.07)]


Inner  product  <a,b>  can  be  computed  like  a  merge  in  
merge  sort  in  time  linear  in  non-‐zero  entries  of  a,b



A  better  algorithm
•  Build  an  inverted  index  for  B

–  Iw  =  {b1,…,bk}  that  contain  non-‐zero  weights  for  w
•  For  all  a  in  A

– For  all  w    with  non-‐zero  weight  in  a
• For  all  b  in  Iw

– Compute  s=sim(a,b)  and  store  (s,a,b)
•  Sort  or  threshold  the  triples

•  Two  directions:  speed  it  up,  or  parallelize
sim(a, b) = at *bt

t
∑



A  better  algorithm
•  Build  an  inverted  index  for  B  that  includes  weights  

–  Iw  =  {<b1,x1>…,<bk,xk>}  
where  xi  =  weight  in  bi  of  w

•  For  all  a  in  A
–  Initialize  a  hash  table  Sa
– For  all  w    with  non-‐zero  weight  in  a

• For  all  <bj,xj>  in  Iw
– Increment  Sa[bj]  by  __  *  xj

•  For  each  entry  bj  in  Sa    in  store  (Sa[bj],  a,  bj)
•  Sort  or  threshold  the  triples



A  still  better  algorithm?
•  Build  an  inverted  index  for  B

–  Iw  =  {b1,…,bk}  that  contain  non-‐zero  weights  for  w
•  For  all  a  in  A

– For  all  w    with  non-‐zero  weight  in  a
• For  all  b  in  Iw

– Compute  s=sim(a,b)  and  store  (s,a,b)
•  Sort  or  threshold  the  triples

Do we need to follow all indexes? 

Note: high weight for w è Iw is small 

Example: name is “The Imitation Game” 
 
 



A  still  better  algorithm
•  Build  an  inverted  index  for  B  that  includes  weights  

–  Iw  =  {<b1,x1>…,<bk,xk>}  
where  xi  =  weight  in  bi  of  w

•  For  all  a  in  A
–  Initialize  a  hash  table  Sa
– For  all  w    with  non-‐zero  weight  z  in  a

• For  all  <bj,xj>  in  Iw
– Increment  Sa[bj]  by  z  *  xj

•  For  each  entry  bj  in  Sa    in  store  (Sa[bj],  a,  bj)
•  …  

Do we need to follow all indexes? 

Note: low weight z è Iw is big 

Example: name is “The Imitation Game” 

Our score is off by less than z 



PARALLEL  SOFT  JOINS



SIGMOD 2010 



TFIDF  similarity:  variant  for  joins
DF(A,w) = # different docs w occurs in from A
DF(B,w) = # different docs w occurs in from B
TF(w,d) = # different times w occurs in doc d

IDF(w,d) = |Cd |
DF(Cd,w)

,  where Cd ∈ {A,B}

u(w,d) = log(TF(w,d)+1) ⋅ log(IDF(w,d))
u(d) = u(w1,d),....,u(w|V |,d)

v(d) = u(d)
||u(d) ||2

sim(v(d1),v(d2 )) = v(d1) ⋅v(d2 ) = u(w,d1)
||u(d1) ||2w

∑ u(w,d2 )
||u(d2 ) ||2



Parallel  Inverted  Index  Softjoin  -‐  1

want this to 
work for long 
documents or 
short ones…and 
keep the 
relations simple 

Statistics for computing TFIDF with IDFs local to each relation 



Parallel  Inverted  Index  Softjoin  -‐  2

What’s  the  algorithm?
•  Step  1:  create  document  vectors  as  (Cd,  d,  term,  weight)  
tuples

•  Step  2:  join  the  tuples  from  A  and  B:  one  sort  and  reduce
•  Gives  you  tuples  (a,  b,  term,  w(a,term)*w(b,term))

•  Step  3:  group  the  common  terms  by  (a,b)  and  reduce  to  
aggregate  the  components  of  the  sum



An  alternative  TFIDF  pipeline



Inverted  Index  Softjoin  –  PIG  1/3



Inverted  Index  Softjoin  –  2/3



Inverted  Index  Softjoin  –  3/3



Results…..





Making  the  algorithm  smarter….



Inverted  Index  Softjoin  -‐  2

we should make a smart choice about which terms to use 



Adding  heuristics  to  the  soft  join  -‐  1



Adding  heuristics  to  the  soft  join  -‐  2





Matching and Clustering Croduct 
Descriptions using Learned 

Similarity Metrics 

William W. Cohen 
Google & CMU 

2009 IJCAI Workshop on Information 
Integration and the Web 

Joint work with John Wong, Natalie 
Glance, Charles Schafer, Roy Tromble 



Scaling up Information Integration 

•  Outline: 
– Product search as a large-scale II task 
– Issue: determining identity of products with 

context-sensitive similarity metrics 
– Scalable clustering techniques 
– Conclusions 



Google Product Search: A Large-Scale II Task 



The Data 

•  Feeds from merchants 
§ Attribute/value data 

• where attribute & data can be any strings 
•  The web 

§ Merchant sites, their content and organization 
§ Review sites, their content and organization 
§  Images, videos, blogs, links, … 

•  User behavior 
§ Searches & clicks 



Challenges: Identifying Bad Data 

•  Spam detection 
•  Duplicate merchants 
•  Porn detection 
•  Bad merchant names 
•  Policy violations 



Challenges: Structured data from the web 

•  Offers from merchants 
•  Merchant reviews 
•  Product reviews 
•  Manufacturer specs 
•  ... 



Challenges: Understanding Products 

•  Catalog construction 
•  Canonical description, 
feature values, price 
ranges, .... 

•  Taxonomy construction 
•  Nerf gun is a kind of toy, 
not a kind of gun 

•  Opinion and mentions 
of products on the web 

•  Relationships between 
products 

•  Accessories, compatible 
replacements,  
•  Identity 



Google Product Search: A Large-Scale II Task 



Challenges: Understanding Offers 

•  Identity 
•  Category 
•  Brand name 
•  Model number 
•  Price 
•  Condition 
•  ... 

Plausible baseline for 
determining if two 
products are identical: 
1) pick a feature set 
2) measure similarity 
with cosine/IDF, ... 
3) threshold 
appropriately 



Challenges: Understanding Offers 

•  Identity 
•  Category 
•  Brand name 
•  Model number 
•  Price 
•  Condition 
•  ... 

Plausible baseline for 
determining if two 
products are identical: 
1) pick a feature set 
2) measure similarity 
with cosine/IDF, ... 
3) threshold 
appropriately 

Advantages of cosine/IDF: 
•  Robust: works well for many types of 
entities 
•  Very fast to compute sim(x,y) 
•  Very fast to find y: sim(x,y) > θ using 
inverted indices 
•  Extensive prior work on similarity 
joins 
•  Setting IDF weights  

•  requires no labeled data 
•  requires only one pass over the 
unlabeled data 
•  easily parallelized 



Product similarity: challenges 

•  Similarity can be high for descriptions of distinct items: 

o  AERO TGX-Series Work Table -42'' x 96'' Model 1TGX-4296 All tables shipped KD 
AEROSPEC- 1TGX Tables are Aerospec Designed. In addition to above 
specifications; - All four sides have a V countertop edge ... 

o  AERO TGX-Series Work Table -42'' x 48'' Model 1TGX-4248 All tables shipped KD 
AEROSPEC- 1TGX Tables are Aerospec Designed. In addition to above 
specifications; - All four sides have a V countertop ..  

•  Similarity can be low for descriptions of identical items: 
o  Canon Angle Finder C 2882A002 Film Camera Angle Finders Right Angle 

Finder C (Includes ED-C & ED-D Adapters for All SLR Cameras) Film Camera 
Angle Finders & Magnifiers The Angle Finder C lets you adjust  ... 

o   CANON 2882A002 ANGLE FINDER C FOR EOS REBEL® SERIES 
PROVIDES A FULL SCREEN IMAGE SHOWS EXPOSURE DATA BUILT-IN 
DIOPTRIC ADJUSTMENT COMPATIBLE WITH THE CANON® REBEL, EOS 
& REBEL EOS SERIES. 



Product similarity: challenges 

•  Linguistic diversity and domain-dependent technical 
specs: 
o  "Camera angle finder" vs "right angle finder", "Dioptric 

adjustment“; "Aerospec Designed", "V countertop edge", ... 
•  Labeled training data is not easy to produce for 

subdomains 
•  Imperfect and/or poorly adopted standards for 

identifiers  
•  Different levels of granularity in descriptions 

•  Brands, manufacturer,  … 
o  Product vs. product series 
o Reviews of products vs. offers to sell products 

•  Each merchant is different: intra-merchant 
regularities can dominate the intra-product 
regularities 



Clustering objects from many sources 

•  Possible approaches 
–  1) Model the inter- and intra- source variability directly 

(e.g., Bagnell, Blei, McCallum UAI2002; Bhattachrya & 
Getoor SDM 2006); latent variable for source-specific effects 

–  Problem: model is larger and harder to evaluate 



Clustering objects from many sources 

•  Possible approaches 
–  1) Model the inter- and intra- source variability directly 
–  2) Exploit background knowledge and use constrained clustering: 

•  Each merchant's catalogs is duplicate-free 
•  If x and y are from the same merchant constrain 

cluster so that CANNOT-LINK(x,y) 
–  More realistically: locally dedup each catalog and use a soft constraint on 

clustering 

•  E.g., Oyama &Tanaka, 2008 - distance metric 
learned from cannot-link constraints only using 
quadratic programming 

•  Problem: expensive for very large datasets 



Scaling up Information Integration 

•  Outline: 
–  Product search as a large-scale II task 
–  Issue: determining identity of products 

•  Merging many catalogs to construct a larger catalog 
•  Issues arising from having many source catalogs 
•  Possible approaches based on prior work 
•  A simple scalable approach to exploiting many sources 

–  Learning a distance metric 
•  Experiments with the new distance metric 

–  Scalable clustering techniques 
–  Conclusions 



Clustering objects from many sources 

Here: adjust the IDF importance weights for 
f using an easily-computed statistic CX(f). 
•  ci is source (“context”) of item xi (the selling 

merchant) 
• Df is set of items with feature f 
•  xi ~ Df is uniform draw 
•  nc,f is #items from c with feature f 

plus smoothing 



Clustering objects from many sources 

Here: adjust the IDF importance weights for f 
using an easily-computed statistic CX(f). 
•  ci is source of item xi 
• Df is set of items with feature f 
•  xi ~ Df is uniform draw 
•  nc,f is #items from c with feature f 

plus smoothing 



Clustering objects from many sources 

Here: adjust the IDF importance weights for f 
using an easily-computed statistic CX(f). 

)(IDF)(CX)(CX.IDF fff ⋅≡



Motivations 

•  Theoretical: CX(f) related to naïve Bayes weights for a 
classifier of pairs of items (x,y): 
–  Classification task: is the pair intra- or inter-source? 
–  Eliminating intra-source pairs enforces CANNOT-

LINK constraints; using naïve Bayes classifier 
approximates this 

–  Features of pair (x,y) are all common features of item 
x and item y 

–  Training data: all intra- and inter-source pairs 
•  Don’t need to enumerate them explicitly 

•  Experimental: coming up! 



Smoothing the CX(f) weights 
1.  When estimating Pr( _ | xi,xj ), use a Beta distribution with 

(α,β)=(½,½).  
2.  When estimating Pr( _ | xi,xj ) for f use a Beta distribution with 

(α,β) computed from (µ,σ) 
–  Derived empirically using variant (1) on features “like f”—i.e., 

from the same dataset, same type, … 
3.  When computing cosine distance, add “correction” γ 



Efficiency of setting CX.IDF 

•  Traditional IDF: 
– One pass over the dataset to derive weights 

•  Estimation with (α,β)=(½,½) : 
– One pass over the dataset to derive weights 
– Map-reduce can be used 
– Correcting with fixed γ adds no learning 

overhead 
•  Smoothing with “informed priors”: 

– Two passes over the dataset to derive weights 
– Map-reduce can be used 



Computing CX.IDF 



Computing CX.IDF 



Scaling up Information Integration 

•  Outline: 
– Product search as a large-scale II task 
–  Issue: determining identity of products 

•  Merging many catalogs to construct a larger catalog 
•  Issues arising from having many source catalogs 
•  Possible approaches based on prior work 
•  A simple scalable approach to exploiting many sources 

–  Learning a distance metric 
•  Experiments with the new distance metric 

– Scalable clustering techniques 
– Conclusions 



Warmup: Experiments with k-NN 
classification 

•  Classification vs matching:  
–  better-understood problem with fewer “moving parts” 

•  Nine small classification datasets  
–  from Cohen & Hirsh, KDD 1998 
–  instances are short, name-like strings 

•  Use class label as context (metric learning) 
–  equivalent to  MUST-LINK constraints 

–  stretch same-context features in “other” direction 
•  Heavier weight for features that co-occur in same-context pairs 
•  CX-1.IDF weighting (aka IDF/CX). 



Experiments with k-NN classification 

Procedure:  
•  learn similarity metric from (labeled) training data 
•  for test instances, find closest k=30 items in 
training data and predict distance-weighted  majority 
class 
•  predict majority class in training data if no 
neighbors with similarity > 0 



Experiments with k-NN classification 

Ratio of k-NN error to baseline k-NN error 
Lower is better 
* Statistically significantly better than baseline 

(α,β)=(½,½) (α,β) from (µ,σ) 



Experiments with k-NN classification 

• IDF/CX improves over IDF 
•  Nearly 20% lower error 

• Smoothing important for IDF/CX 
•  No real difference for IDF 

• Simpler smoothing techniques work well 

(α,β)=(½,½) (α,β) from (µ,σ) 



Experiments Matching Bibliography 
Data 

•  Scraped LaTex *.bib files from the web: 
–  400+ files with 100,000+ bibentries 
–  All contain the phrase “machine learning” 
–  Generated 3,000,000 “weakly similar” pairs of bibentries 
–  Scored and ranked the pairs with IDF, CX.IDF, … 

•  Used paper URLs and/or DOIs to assess precision 
–  About 3% have useful identifiers 
–  Pairings between these 3% can be assessed as right/wrong 

•  Smoothing done using informed priors 
–  Unsmoothed weights averaged over all tokens in a specific 

bibliography entry field (e.g., author) 
•  Data is publicly available 



Matching performance for 
bibliography entries 

(α,β)=(½,½) 

(α,β) from (µ,σ) 
Baseline IDF 

Interpolated precision versus rank (γ=10, 
R<10k) 



Known errors versus rank (γ=10, R<10k) 

(α,β)=(½,½) 

(α,β) from (µ,σ) 

Baseline IDF 



Matching performance for 
bibliography entries - at higher 
recall 

Errors versus rank (γ=10, R>10k) 



Experiments Matching Product Data 

•  Data from >700 web sites, merchants, hand-built catalogs 
•  Large number of instances: > 40M 
•  Scored and ranked > 50M weakly similar pairs 
•  Hand-tuned feature set 

–  But tuned on an earlier version of the data 
•  Used hard identifiers (ISBN, GTIN, UPC) to assess 

accuracy 
–  More than half have useful hard identifiers 
–  Most hard identifiers appear only once or twice 



Experiments Matching Product Data 

(α,β)=(½,½) 

(α,β) from (µ,σ) 

Baseline IDF 



Experiments with product data 

(α,β) from (µ,σ) 

Baseline IDF 



Experiments with product data 

(α,β)=(½,½) 

(α,β) from (µ,σ) 

Baseline IDF 


